Office of the General Section
(General Section)
Aligarh Muslim University
Aligarh

No. D.96/4 /Gen

Dated: 25.11.2019

All Deans of the Faculties

Copy of email dated 21.11.2019 having instructions of the competent authority along with copies of letter of MHRD No.H.11011/02/2016-CDN (Pt) dated 20th and 21st November 2019 regarding observance of Constitution Day on 26.11.2019, forwarded with the request to kindly circulate amongst all respective Departments and activities which are to be undertaken may please be sent via email noted below for onward transmission to MHRD.

(S.M. Rizwanur Rahman)
Joint Registrar
(General)

Copy to the following for taking appropriate action in the matter stated above: -

01. All Principals of Colleges/Polytechnics/Schools
02. All Heads of the Offices/Sections/Cells

Joint Registrar
(General)
From: URMIL <urmilbitoria.edu@nic.in>

Sender: urmilbitoria edu <urmilbitoria.edu@nic.in>

Subject: Celebration of Constitution Day on 26th November, 2019-reg.

To: vc@edu.ac.in, vc@mail.jnu.ac.in, vc@jmi.ac.in, vc@bhu.ac.in, vcamu@amu.ac.in, vice-chancellor@visva-bharati.ac.in, vc@uohyd.ernet.in, vc@uohyd.ac.in, vc@pondiuni.edu.in, vcnehu@nehu.ac.in, vc@aus.ac.in, vc@tezu.ernet.in, vc@nagalanduniversity.ac.in, vc@mizu.edu.in, vcnu@sancharnet.in, vcoffice@manipuruniv.ac.in, vcbbaulucknow@yahoo.co.in, vc bbau <vc.bbau@ac.in>, vc@manuu.ac.in, vc@hindivishwa.org, vcoffice@allduniv.ac.in, vc@rgu.ac.in, vc@cus.ac.in, sikkimuniversityvc@gmail.com, vc@tripurauniv.ac.in, vc@efluniiversity.ac.in, vceflu@gmail.com, vclignut@gmail.com, tvkattimani@gmail.com, hnbguvc@gmail.com, pscvc@cutn.ac.in, vc@cutn.ac.in, vc@curaj.ac.in, vc@cuo.ac.in, vc@cuh.ac.in, vc@cuj.ac.in, vccukg@gmail.com, mahima50@gmail.com, vicechancellor@ckerlay.ac.in, ggkumar@gmail.com, vcssagaruniversity@gmail.com, dranjilagupta@gmail.com, vcpaggu@yahoo.com, vc@cup.ac.in, rkkoohl45@yahoo.com, vc@cub.ac.in, vc@cug.ac.in, vc cuhimachal <vc.cuhimachal@gmail.com>, kutleuria hb <kutlehria.hb@gmail.com>, aimaashok@gmail.com, vicechancellor cuj <vicechancellor.cuj@gmail.com>, vc@cuksahmri.ac.in, vc@mgcub.ac.in

Cc: hosur edu <hosur.edu@gov.in>, singh bk <singh.bk@gov.in>, kkalikanand edu <kkalikanand.edu@nic.in>

---

Urgent

Madam/Sir,

Please find attached herewith a copy of Celebration of Constitution Day on 26th November, 2019-reg. It is requested that the all Central University may kindly see for compliance. The requisite information may please be sent on cusection.edu@gov.in & urmilbitoria.edu@nic.in.
Urmil Blitoria
Section Officer, MHRD
011-23385897

Celebration of Constitution Day.pdf
1 MB
Subject : Celebration of “Constitution Day” on 26th November, 2019 – reg.

In continuation to CDN Section’s earlier communication of even number dated 15.10.2019 and 24.10.2019, the undersigned is directed to say that the Constitution Day Campaign shall commence from 26.11.2019 and continue till October, 2020.

During the campaign period, the higher educational institutions are required to undertake the following activities :-

i. All higher educational institutions to ensure reading of the preamble to the Constitution at the appointed time i.e. 1100 hrs. on 26.11.2019 in a gathering having the maximum number of students, faculty and staff. The text of the preamble may be downloaded from https://doi.gov.in. Banners announcing the event may be put up prominently at appropriate locations.

ii. Arrangement of live telecast of PM’s address in the Central Hall on 26.11.2019 marking the 70th Anniversary of the adoption of the Constitution. The timings for the same shall be communicated to UGC / AICTE for wider dissemination to higher educational institutions.

iii. A hashtag #ConstitutionDay has been developed. All institutions may tweet from their respective twitter handles using this hashtag and tagging @fundamentalduy. All participants – students, faculty, officials may also be encouraged to tweet in the given #ConstitutionDay and tagging @fundamentalduy. Details including number of participants institution-wise alongwith photographs etc. of the above event and other activities undertaken from time to time during the campaign period may also be uploaded in the portal of UGC / AICTE.
iv. Higher educational institutions may access soft copies / versions of IEC material related to the campaign such as text of the preamble, brochures, flyers, posters, films, logo etc. from the websites of M/o Information & Broadcasting (https://mib.gov.in) and the Department of Justice (https://doj.gov.in).

v. Students may be encouraged to register for essay competitions and other activities through UGC / AICTE portal to be launched from 26.11.2019.

vi. Higher educational institutions to ensure that mails related to the campaign are sent to faculty members and further from faculty to students.

All the Bureau Heads are requested to issue suitable instructions immediately to all educational institutions under their administrative control for observance of the events on Constitution Day i.e. 26.11.2019 and other activities planned during the campaign period.

(S E Rizwi)
Director (Admin.)
Phone No.: 011-23383872

1. AS (TE) / HE Policy 662365/2019
2. JS (A/DL/Scholarship) (1)
3. JS (Mgt / Language / OL) (2)
4. JS (CD / UGC / HE-CDN) (3)
5. JS (ICC) (4)
6. Sr. EA (HE) / ICR / Policy (5)
7. DDG (Stats.) / ADG (HE) (6)

Copy to US (S&S) for taking action in respect of main Ministry.
No.H.11011/02/2016-CDN (Pt.)
Government of India
Ministry of Human Resource Development
Department of Higher Education
CDN Section

New Delhi, the 21st Nov., 2019

Subject: Celebration of “Constitution Day” on 26th November, 2019 – reg.

In continuation to CDN Section’s earlier communication of even number dated 15.10.2019, 24.10.2019 and 20.11.2019, the undersigned is directed to reiterate to make the following arrangements:

1. All higher educational institutions to ensure reading of the preamble to the Constitution at the appointed time i.e. 1100 hrs. on 26.11.2019 in a gathering having the maximum number of students, faculty and staff. The text of the preamble may be downloaded from https://doi.gov.in. Banner regarding Samvidhan Divas may also be put up at the place where preamble is being read out by everybody.

2. Arrangement of live telecast of the commemoration function of Samvidhan Divas to be addressed by Hon’ble President of India, Hon’ble Vice President and Hon’ble Prime Minister of India at Central Hall, Parliament House on 26.11.2019 from 11.00 a.m. onwards may be made. The programme shall be aired by Doordarshan, Lok Sabha TV and Rajya Sabha TV.

All the Bureau Heads are requested to issue instructions as above immediately to all educational institutions under their administrative control for observance of Samvidhan Diwas.

(S E Rizvi)
Director (Admin.)
Phone No.:011-23383872

1. AS (TE) / HE Policy
2. JS (A/DL/Scholarship)
3. JS (Mgt / Language / OL)
4. JS (CU / UGC / HE-CDN)
5. JS (ICD)
6. Sr. EA (HE) / ICR / Policy
7. DDG (Stats.) / ADG (HE)

Copy to JS (SS &S) for taking action in respect of main Ministry.